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OPENNESS OF SURJECTIVE CONTINUOUS LINEAR :lUAPPINGS

By JONGSIK KI~~

1. Introduction

One of standard theorems In functional analysis is the open mappmg
theorem (cf. [5J); namely,

any surjective linear mapping from a Frechet space Ca metrizable locally

con·vex complete topological vector space) onto another Frechet space is an

open mapping.

In general this theorem is no more true if the relevant spaces are not
Frechet spaces (cf. [5J).

In this paper, however, we shall show that if a surjective continuous
linear mapping is defined on a dual space of a reflexive Frechet space to
another dual space of the same type, then it is an open mapping. (Dual
space of a Frechet space is not a Frechet space in general.) In particular,
it follows that any surjective continuous linear mapping from e' CO), the
space of distributions with compact support in 0, onto itself is an open
mappmg.

2. Notations and preliminaries

Throughout this paper E and F will denote Frechet spaces. \Ye denote by
E' and F' the dual spaces of E and F with the strong dual topologies.

'When M is a closed subspace of E, we denote by "\1~, the annihilator of
M: M-'-= {fE-E'lf(x) =0 for all xEM}.

Let u be a continuous linear mapping from E into F. We say that u is
a lzomomorplzism from E into F (or onto u (E» if it is an open mapping
from E onto u (E), a subspace of F, equipped with the relative topology
induced by F. When u is an injective homomorphism from E onto u (E),
we say that u is an isomorphism from E into F (or onto u CE».

The transpose of u from F' into E' will be denoted by tu.

\Ve shall use the following theorem without proof (cf. [2=, [4~).

THEOREM. (Dieudonne-Schwartz)

Let "Vi be a closed subspace of a reflexive locally convex topological vector
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space X. Then M' with the strong dual topology is isomorphic to X'IMJ. with
the quotient topology derived from the strong dual topology.

3. Main theorem

THEOREM. Let E and F be reflexive Frechet spaces and E' and F' be their
dual spaces. Let u be a continuous linear mapping from E into F. If tu, the
transpose of u, is a surjective continuous linear mapping from F' onto E',
tken tu is an open mapping with respect to the strong dual topologies on F'
and E'.

Proof. Since tu is surjective, it follows that u is injective and u is a ho
momorphism from E into F with respect to· the weak topologies on E . and
F (cf. [1J).

Note that when E and Fare Frechet spaces, u is a homomorphism from
E into F with respect to weak topologies if and only if it is a homomor
phism with respect to the original topologies (cf. [3J). Thus u is an iso
morphism from E with the original topology onto u (E), a subspace of F,
with the relative topology induced by the original topology on F. There
fore, u (E) with the relative topology is complete and hence is a Frechet
space.

Now let us consider the following diagram:

q P
E'~(u(E»'~F'

i 1 i
! i ! j!
E ----+ u(E) ----+ F

where u=joi, q=ti and p=tj.
Note that we have tu=qop and that q is an isomorphism from (u(E»'

onto E'.
Since u (E) is a closed subspace of F and F is reflexive, we have by the

Dieudonne-Schwartz theorem, that F' / (u(E».L with the quotient topology
is isomorphic onto (u (E) )' with the strong dual topology under the map

f+ (u (E»).l-fl u(E) for any fEF'.

Let r: F'I (u(E»).l-(u(E»' be the isomorphism. Then p=ro1C where 1C

is the canonical quotient map from F' onto F' / (u (E) ).L.
Since t u=qor o 1C and 1C, r, and q are all open, it follows that tu is an

open mapping. This completes the proof.

When D is a nonempty open subset of Rn, Coo (D), the space of all the
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infinitely differentiable functions form a reflexive Frechet space in the usual
manner (cf. [6J). The dual of Coo(D) is the space e'(D) of all distributions
with compact support in D. We note that e' (D) with the strong dual to
pology is not a Frechet space. Applying the previous theorem to e' (D),
we get the following.

CoROLLARY. Any surjective continuous linear map from e' (D) onto e' (D) is
an open mapping with respect to strong dual topolgy on e' CD)

Proof. Apply the theorem to

tu:C"'(D) --> CX(D).
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